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ABSTRACT
In this research, the drying shrinkage and thermal expansion of lightweight
aggregate concrete (LC) was studied experimentally. The lightweight aggregate used
was synthesized from silt wastes in a water treatment plant and industrial byproduct
ashes. The recycling of these wastes not only offers an excellent constituent for
lightweight aggregate concrete but also reduces an environmental impact. The LC
mixes in this study were made with a constant water to binder ratio (w/b) of 0.55 but
with a variable amount of coarse aggregates at 45-60% of the bulk density and a
variable amount of water in the range of 220-250 kg/m3. For a comparison, normal
aggregate concrete (NC) having identical mix proportions to the LCs were also tested.
The results of the drying shrinkage test within 14 days demonstrated that the shrinkage
of the LCs was higher than that of the NC. In addition, from the thermal expansion test
results at temperature ranging from 35 to 100 degree Celsius demonstrated that the
expansion of the LCs was higher than that of the NC. Therefore, to implement the
synthetic lightweight aggregates in the LC, its influence on drying shrinkage and
thermal expansion should be taken into account.
1. INTRODUCTION
Lightweight aggregate concrete (LWAC) has been used increasingly in Thailand as
many of its advantages has been recognized. For example, it reduces the size of main
structural members, lowers the operation and transportation cost [1], increases usable
spaces [2], improves thermal and sound insulation [3], and enhances fire resistance [4].
For the application of lightweight aggregate concrete in prefabricated elements, it has
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been realized for a century that structural lightweight aggregate (SLWA) made of
expanded shale, clay, and slate via a sintering process is an essential component [5].
Compared with natural lightweight aggregate, it possesses higher strength and more
impermeable but rather higher density. Nonetheless, when used in lightweight
aggregate concrete, it can yield weight reduction from 20% to 40% of normal weight
concrete. Furthermore, as it can be manufactured, it also reduces the exploitation of
limited natural resources.
Although LWAC has many advantages, most of its mechanical properties differ from
normal concrete (NC). In particular, the variation of its volume stability could be
questioned as the drying shrinkage results reported by various researchers are in
controversy. Some studies found higher shrinkage in LWAC while others found that the
shrinkage in LWAC is lower than or similar to that of NC (see review in the literature [6]).
These are largely depended on the characteristic of the lightweight aggregates
employed. Since the lightweight aggregates have been advanced by replacing
conventional raw materials (such as clay, shale, and slate) with other waste materials
[7-10], there are many different types of structural lightweight aggregates available.
Recently, the National Metal and Materials Technology Center (MTEC) in Thailand
developed a novel lightweight aggregate, which is made of sludge from municipal water
treatment plant and ash from industries. Therefore, its influence on the properties of
LWAC is aware and needed to be investigated.

2. RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE
This research aimed to determine an effect of the synthetic lightweight aggregate
(SLA) received from the National Metal and Materials Technology Center, Thailand on
the drying shrinkage and thermal expansion of the SLA-based lightweight concrete (LC).
Its effect on the compressive strength of the LC was also examined. For a comparison,
these properties were compared with normal concrete made of crushed limestone.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
3.1 Materials and Mix Proportion
In this study, lightweight concrete (LC) made of synthetic lightweight aggregate
(SLA) were examined in comparison with normal concrete (NC). Typical Portland
cement (ASTM Type I) and river sand was used for both of them. But, while crushed
limestone was used as coarse aggregate in NC, it was entirely replaced with SLA in LC.
As shown in Table 1, their mix proportions were divided into two groups (i.e. NC and
LC), each of which were varied with cement paste volume (by changing the amount of
water from 220 to 250 kg/m3) and coarse aggregate volume (by reducing the amount of
coarse aggregate from 65% to 45% by its bulk density). Their water-to-cement ratio
was controlled at 0.55.
The SLA was provided by the National Metal and Materials Technology Center
(MTEC) and used as received. Through a sintering process, it was produced from
sludge (wastes from water treatment plants) and ashes (byproduct from industries),

both of which contain mainly silica and alumina as shown in Table 2. The SLA particle
has round shape, rough surface, and high porosity as shown in Fig. 1 and 2. Its
physical properties was also listed in Table 3.
The crushed limestone in NC is more angular in shape. It was sieved thru 3/8”
screen and remained on #4 screen. Its specific gravity is 2.68 approximately and bulk
density is 1600 kg/m3.
Table 1 Mix proportion of normal concrete and lightweight concrete (unit in kg/m3)
Type of Concrete
NC1 (W220R65)
NC2 (W220R55)
NC3 (W220R45)
NC4 (W235R65)
NC5 (W235R55)
NC6 (W235R45)
NC7 (W250R65)
NC8 (W250R55)
NC9 (W250R45)
LC1 (W220R65)
LC2 (W220R55)
LC3 (W220R45)
LC4 (W235R65)
LC5 (W235R55)
LC6 (W235R45)
LC7 (W250R65)
LC8 (W250R55)
LC9 (W250R45)

Water

Portland
Cement
(ASTM Type I)

220

400

235

427

250

455

220

400

235

427

250

455

Crushed
Limestone

Synthetic
Lightweight
Aggregate

1040
880
720
1040
880
720
1040
880
720

0

0

446
378
309
446
378
309
446
378
309

River
Sand
671
828
985
608
765
922
546
703
860
671
828
985
608
765
922
546
703
860

Table 2 Chemical composition of raw materials used to produce SLA (unit in wt%)
Chemical Compound
SiO2
Al2O3
CaO
Fe2O3
SO3
MgO
Na2O
K2O
MnO

Sludge from Water
Treatment Plants
55-60
20-25
1-2
5-10
0.5-1
1-2
0.1-0.5
2 -2.5
-

Ashes from Industries
45-50
2.5-3
3.5-4
5-6
10-11
12-13
7-8
7-7.5
0.1-0.5

Fig. 1 Synthetic lightweight aggregate (SLA)

Fig. 2 Microstructures of synthetic lightweight aggregate (after sintered at 1,100°C) at
the magnification of 10x (on left) and 50x (on right)

Table 3 Physical properties of synthetic lightweight aggregate
Properties
Particle Shape
Specific Gravity
Particle Size
Bulk Density
Water Absorption

Synthetic lightweight aggregate
Round
1.15
Pass thru 3/8” and remain on #4 screen
686 kg/m3
13.11%

3.2 Specimen Preparation and Testing
The NC and LC mixes were casted in a rectangular mold having a square cross
section of 75x75 mm and a length of 285 mm and having two tiny gage studs
embedded at both ends (to be attached to a length change comparator apparatus) as
per ASTM C 596. After casting for 24 hours, the mold was removed to obtain a
concrete specimen. The NC and LC specimens were immediately moist cured in
saturated lime solution for 48 hours. Subsequently, they were taken out of the solution
and quickly wiped off excess water. While the samples were still wet, their initial length
were measured and recorded. They were then kept in air dried condition at a

temperature of 30±2°C and a relative humidity of 55±5% until the next measurement.
The length change of these samples was monitored on the next 1, 4, 7, 11, and 14
days.
The specimens were followed with the ASTM C 531 test to determine the coefficient
of thermal expansion. The test started with a preconditioning process of all samples by
heating them in an oven at 105±5°C for 3 days to ensure a minimal drying shrinkage.
Then the samples were reheated at the same temperature (105±5°C) for 24 hours.
Immediately after taken out of the oven, the samples were placed in the length change
comparator. The length change of the samples was monitored during the drop of
temperature from 100°C to 35°C (readout from a type K thermo couple installed inside)
and was recorded at every drop of 5°C. In addition, the compressive strength of all
mixes were examined by using a 100x100x100 cube specimen after moist cured for 28
days.

4. TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Length Change due to Drying Shrinkage
For a comparison, Fig. 3a and 3b respectively illustrated drying shrinkage results of
the NC and LC specimens, which were converted from their length changes measured
experimentally for 14 days. From the test results, it was found that all specimens
shrank with time. The shrinkage is largely depended on the loss of internal water to
atmosphere. Since the specimens at early age still contained the large amount of water
available to be evaporated, the rate of shrinkage was initially high. Once the water was
reduced in the later age, the rate was dropped correspondingly.
Between the NC and LC specimens, the latter had higher shrinkage. It was implied
the LC lost water faster. Very high porous structures of the synthetic lightweight
aggregate (SLA) in the LC providing an extra path for water evaporation was probably
the cause. When considering the effect of cement paste volume (in term of the amount
of water, at the constant w/c ratio of 0.55), both NC and LC specimens showed a
similar response – they had higher shrinkage when the paste volume was increased.
However, if the paste volume was fixed and the amount of coarse aggregate was
varied instead, they responded differently. In the NC, the crushed limestone, which was
rather impermeable and volumetric stable, alleviated drying shrinkage. But, in the LC,
the SLA inherently having high porosity aggravated drying shrinkage. Therefore, the
more the crushed stone was the less the shrinkage. On the contrary, the more the SLA
was the more the shrinkage.

a) Normal concrete (NC)

b) Lightweight concrete (LC)
Fig. 3 Drying shrinkage of a) normal concrete and b) lightweight concrete developed
during the ASTM C 596 test for 14 days
4.2 Thermal Expansion
A testing of length change due to thermal expansion of concrete specimens was
conducted in the temperature range of 35-100°C. The test results (expressed in
thermal strain) of the NC and LC specimens were shown in Fig. 4a and 4b, respectively.
It was seen that the thermal expansion of the LC was higher than that of the NC. This

finding was verified by testing the thermal expansion of the crushed stone and the SLA
separately. Their thermal strain and coefficient of thermal expansion were found as
listed in Table 3. The SLA had higher thermal strain than the crushed stone. This
conformed well to the thermal expansion results of the NC and LC aforementioned.

a) Normal concrete (NC)

b) Lightweight concrete (LC)
Fig. 4 Thermal strain of a) normal concrete and b) lightweight concrete developed
during the ASTM C 531 test in the range of 35-100°C

Among all mixes, the first three mixes of the NC and LC has lowest amount of
cement paste, which was implied that the amount of coarse aggregate was highest. In
this situation, the effect of the SLA that caused higher thermal strain in the LC than the
NC specimens can be clearly seen. However, compared with cement paste, the
thermal strain of these aggregates was low. Thus, in the other six mixes of both NC and
LC where the amount of cement paste was increased, the SLA exhibited less influence.

Table 3 Thermal strain and coefficient of thermal expansion of crushed stone and
synthetic lightweight aggregate
Type of Aggregates
Crushed Limestone
Synthetic Lightweight Aggregate

Thermal Strain
(µm/m)
359
394

Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion (µ/°C)
5.13
5.64

4.3 Compressive Strength
Pores in typical lightweight aggregates decrease concrete strength and so do the
pores in the synthetic lightweight aggregate (SLA) in this study. As shown in Fig. 5, the
compressive strength results of the LC mixes were lower than those of the NC mixes.
The strength drop was dependent largely on the amount of the SLA added into the LC
mixes.

Fig. 5 Compressive strength of normal concrete (NC) and lightweight concrete (LC)
tested on 100x100x100 mm cube specimens after moist cured for 28 days

5. CONCLUSIONS
From the comparative study on drying shrinkage and thermal expansion between
normal concrete (NC, made of normal aggregate) and lightweight concrete (LC, made
of synthetic lightweight aggregate) – by considering the effect of the total aggregate
volume (by varying the volume of cement paste) and the course aggregate (by varying
the ratio of coarse aggregate to total aggregate) at a constant water-to-cement ratio of
0.55, several conclusions can be drawn as follows.
5.1 Drying Shrinkage
The drying shrinkage of LC was more than that of NC probably because the high
porosity of synthetic lightweight aggregate (SLA) lost more water. In general, cement
paste is a major part that is shrank. As expected, the test results showed that the
higher the content of paste was the higher the shrinkage. When the SLA was
introduced into the LC, it caused further contraction. Thus, the SLA content shall be
proportional with great care to control drying shrinkage.
5.2 Thermal Expansion
The SLA had higher thermal expansion than the crushed stone. It thus resulted in
higher thermal expansion in the LC than the NC specimens. In the NC, the increase of
crushed stone reduced the expansion. Conversely in the LC, the increase of SLA
increased the expansion. However, both the NC and LC had higher thermal expansion
when the cement paste content was increased.
5.3 Compressive Strength
Like other porous lightweight aggregates, the SLA having high porosity decreased
the compressive strength of the LC. Therefore, if the SLA will be implemented in
lightweight concrete, not only the drying shrinkage is needed to be aware but also the
compressive strength.
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